“How do we sleep when our
beds are burning?”
-Midnight Oil

One Day by Adrian Sierra Garcia becomes One Year at Benhadj & Djilali Gallery in Berlin.
For 2019, the Benhadj & Djilali Gallery becomes a cultural ‘hub’ with the aims to build a local and
international community around the topics of borders and border walls.
With the current global, extreme political divide, there is a desperate need to connect cultures
to each other and the people to their environment. The Benhadj & Djilali Gallery proposes a
project that transcends cultural barriers and cultural events as vectors for positive social change.
Berlin is the modern day reference for walls and overcoming them.
30 years after the Fall of the Wall, Berlin is the obvious field and One Day | Berlin art exhibition
by Adrian Sierra Garcia the perfect platform to showcase what presently happens in other parts
of the world.
The Wall

You can be a part of the One Day community
by making a generous contribution and
buying a piece of the art installation!
Sponsorship Opportunities
ANGEL LIGHT ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 15.000 €
▪ 1 Red LED Lightsaber (Limited) and a section of The Wall;
STARLIGHT --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 10.000 €
▪ 1 Red LED Lightsaber (Limited);
TWILIGHT ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 5.000 €
▪ A section of The Wall;
Benefits may include:
▪ very special sponsor recognition on ARTE reports (t.v. / online);
▪ sponsor visibility at gallery;
▪ use of gallery for private event during exhibition;
▪ bracelet of Solidarity; 1 QR code;
▪ private events/social mixers;
▪ sponsor mention / boost (social media, publications);
Welcome to Paradise (The Promised Land)

Please contact us for more details!
NOTE:
All contributions go towards the operating costs of the gallery for the year 2019.
(5% will be donated to the humanitarian, non-profit organization, Border Angels).
Contact information:
Benhadj & Djilali Gallery | Torstraße170, 10115 Berlin
Yasmine Benhadj-Djilali, Director | +49 177 8348793 |
galerie@benhadjdjilali.de | www.benhadjdjilali.de

The Wall

